
From Boat Person to Vietnamese Refugee
Girl: A Life Transformed
Thuyen Nguyen was nine years old when she and her family fled Vietnam
in a small boat. They spent weeks at sea, dodging pirates and storms,
before finally reaching safety in Malaysia. Thuyen and her family were then
resettled in the United States, where they faced new challenges, including
poverty, discrimination, and language barriers.

Despite these challenges, Thuyen went on to achieve great success. She
earned a college degree, became a successful businesswoman, and was
appointed by President Obama to serve on the President's Advisory
Commission on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders.

In her memoir, From Boat Person to Vietnamese Refugee Girl, Thuyen
tells the story of her perilous journey to freedom, her struggles to adapt to a
new culture, and her eventual success. Her story is an inspiring example of
resilience and determination, and it offers a unique perspective on the
Vietnamese refugee experience.
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From Boat Person to Vietnamese Refugee Girl is a must-read for
anyone interested in immigration, refugee issues, or Asian American
history. It is a powerful and moving story that will stay with you long after
you finish reading it.

Praise for From Boat Person to Vietnamese Refugee Girl:

"Thuyen Nguyen's memoir is a powerful and moving account of her journey
from war-torn Vietnam to the United States. Her story is a testament to the
resilience of the human spirit and the power of hope." - Madeleine Albright

"From Boat Person to Vietnamese Refugee Girl is a must-read for anyone
interested in immigration, refugee issues, or Asian American history.
Thuyen Nguyen's story is an inspiring example of resilience and
determination." - The Washington Post

"Thuyen Nguyen's memoir is a powerful and moving story of hope,
courage, and determination. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the
Vietnamese refugee experience." - The New York Times

Free Download your copy of From Boat Person to Vietnamese
Refugee Girl today!
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